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Medical Academy Overview
National Academy Foundation Overview: For over 30 years, NAF has been solving some of the biggest 
challenges in education and our economy by transforming the American high school experience, igniting 
students’ passion for learning and giving employers the opportunity to shape America’s future workforce. 

BUSD NAF Mission Statement: The Burbank Unified School District NAF Academy will provide an 
academic and technology based program that inspires students to become respectful and successful 
members of a continually evolving global community. Through high quality instruction, community service, 
shadowing experiences, and paid internships students will graduate with the skills and knowledge 
necessary to succeed in college, the workplace, and the world beyond. 

NAF Medical Academy members get a taste of what’s going on in the medical field and how to be a part of 
helping heal people. Students learn about the medical issues that impact the world and get hands-on 
experience with understanding the human body, what causes harm and how to treat and heal patients. 



Message from Ms. Edge, BUSD NAF Director
Welcome to the first ever Burbank Unified School District digital NAF Academy 
graduation. I am the director of our five incredible BUSD NAF Academies.The Medical 
Academy started at John Burroughs High School just three years ago and this is our 
second year of successful graduates.

Our academy could not survive without the continued support of our advisory board, 
school district, high schools, and our incredible academy  teachers. We all THANK 
YOU for your continued support! 

The Medical Academy students have worked hard to complete the academy program 
that includes:  Health, Medical Careers, Global Health, Anatomy & Physiology, and 
Sports Medicine.  Each academy student has completed a 120-hour internship and 
created a career portfolio.  These students participated in multiple mock interviews, 
visited local colleges, learned from a variety of guest speakers, and visited a local 
urgent care facility.



Message from Ms. Russon, Global Health Instructor
It has been my pleasure to teach Global Health for the past 3 
years!  Although this is my 21st year of teaching at JBHS, it 
feel like just yesterday I embarked on my career in teaching.  
When approached 4 years ago with being part of the Medical 
Academy, I had no idea what I was getting into.  Now I realize 
how lucky I am to be part of such a fabulous program. 

Everyday my students inspire me to be the best 
teacher I can be.  It is always a little sad to see my 
students leave, but I look so forward to seeing you 
all achieve your goals and find your place in this 
world.  Go out there and conquer you dreams!



Message from Mrs. Freeman - Medical Careers 
I was truly blessed when this NAF course was offered for me to 
teach “Careers in the Medical Field” several years ago. I was 
finally able to combine my personal medical experiences (having 
worked for a specialist as well as an internist for over 10 years) 
with my teaching Health here at Burroughs (for the last 16 years). 
I know that many people say that you are so fortunate to have 
this “NAF” Medical Academy program, however I feel I’m the 
lucky one to have been blessed teaching such wonderful 
students as you! It wasn’t supposed to end this way for the Class 
of 2020, and I’m going to miss each and everyone of you. I look 
forward to hearing from you in the future. This is NOT goodbye, 
this is until next time! Please remember “Mama” Freeman loves 
you all! Stay in touch :) 



A Message from Mrs. Knoop-Anatomy & Physiology
This senior class is the first complete class of students that I have taught as                 
part of the NAF Medical Academy. I am extremely passionate about teaching               
Anatomy and Physiology and now with our Medical Academy I have students          who 
are equally as passionate. I am grateful to have such an amazing opportunity and to 
also have such a dedicated group of teachers to work with. As a class, seniors of  2020, 
you completely spoiled me, because you were some of the hardest working students 
that I have had the pleasure of teaching in my 28 years. You were supportive of each 
other and truly facilitated learning the material (not just finishing an assignment). I  know 
that this is not what you envisioned for your                                                                           
final semester, but I also know that you have                                                             
handled the challenge with courage. I congratulate                                                           
all of you on a job well done and I cannot wait to                                                              
hear about all of the amazing things you will                                                    
accomplish. I look forward  to seeing you again.



Mrs. Gillett- Sports Medicine
Dear Medical Academy Class of 2020,
Thank you for letting me in to your quaint 
Academy “family”. Throughout our time together, you stood 
out as such a unique group that shared a very refreshing 
bond. You didn’t freak out when I asked you to teach each 
other exercises or touch each other’s feet.  You all worked well together on partner & 
group projects and supported your peers during presentations.  Some of my favorite 
memories are taking you all to see CSUN’s and UCLA’s athletic facilities and have you 
show so much interest in what was to offer.  You all have such a passion for learning 
and made my job so much fun!  This is not the ending we wanted, but I have loved          
                               seeing your exercise projects on social media and that helps me                              
                               feel connected to you all and hoping that continues as 
                               you follow your future paths. 
                                          You have been my most favorite classes ever 
                                                 so thank YOU for being so awesome!             xoxo



Message from Mrs. Chung, Academy Counselor
Dear Academy Class of 2020,

It is without a doubt that you have persevered through                                   
the most challenging semester ever.  I am proud of all of you!                                   
You have demonstrated that no matter what obstacles you                               
faced, giving up was not an option.

In the next few years, you will continue to encounter 
new adventures and be challenged.  Rather than feel hopeless, 
you will have the strength to reach out for help and to get 
through the difficulties because you have done it throughout 
high school and you are empowered.  It has been such a joy 
working with you.  I am hopeful we will meet again and we can 
Hi-5 each other soon.  



NAF Academy Cords and Stoles
Requirements to earn a NAF Cord*:
● Earned a C or better in every NAF course
● Completed a 120-hour internship
● Completed a career portfolio
● Maintained excellent attendance
● Maintained excellent citizenship
● See * symbol by student name

Requirements to earn a NAF Stole+:
● Completed all requirements above and earned an A in every NAF course.
● See + symbol by student name

Highest 
Honors



Medical Academy Graduates
Berlin Aguayo*+

Josephine Anderson*
Aja Avalos

Marieile Babol*+
Eliza Balian*+

Gabriella Barnett*+
Matthew Bonilla*

Genesis Campos*
Chloe Chua

Ayana Coha*
Maria Cruz*

Samantha Cruz
Caitlin Daroya*+
Kayla Dawis*+
Irish Demesa*+

Kiraly Edeza

Melanie Estrada*
Andre Fabian*+

Michael Fagnani*
Giselle Fox*+

Shania Garrison*+
Joseph Godoy

Diana Gonzalez*
Ashley Guardia Camacho*+

Ethan Hilliard*
Emily Hoang*

Megan Knutson*
Sarra Lerner*+
Jesria Licardo*

Damian Lopez-Gonzalez*
Cathleen Macias

Rawan Makarem*+

Gabriela Melchor*+
Aaron Meza*

Alanis Orozco*
Alyssa Paniagua*

Grace Poole
Amy Preza*+

Kalie Quon-Adams*+
Abigail Ravine

Christopher Rodriguez*
John Roth*+

Noah Sanchez*
Riya Shah*+

Adriana Villavicencio
Linda Vu*+

Alexandria Watson*





Up-H
ill

Berlin Aguayo-UCLABerlin Aguayo-UCLA Medical Academy

FAVORITE MEMORY: 
During my junior year mock 
interview I was offered an 
internship at the Mend Urgent 
Care, where I learned to 
evaluate a patient, give shots, 
and perform urine analysis tests.  
If I never joined the medical 
academy, I would have never got 
the chance to know if I can 
stand the sight of blood and old 
men’s butts, which according to 
the physician, is the true test to 
be in the medical field.

FAVORITE MEMORY:



Eliza Balian--UC San Diego or UC Irvine

JBHS Medical Academy

I would like to thank all NAF 
alumni for making the last 3 years 
of high school extra special!
The Medical Academy made me 
realize my career path and who I 
am meant to be in the future…
A great memory I would never 
forget is the trip to the UCLA 
medical school where I listened to 
an outstanding speaker and found 
my inspiration to become a 
pediatrician!

My favorite quote :)



Gabriella 
Barnett
JBHS MEDICAL 

ACADEMY 2020

My favorite memory 

from the NAF medical 

academy has to be 
joining sports medicine. 

I am glad I was given the 

opportunity to be an 

Lead ATSA. I have 
learned so much in the 

Athletic Training field, 

and I am excited to start 

my major in college. I am unsure of where I will 
be attending in the fall as of now, though I will be 
pursuing a Physical 
Therapy or Exercise 
Science major. 



CAITLIN DAROYA UC IRVINE
JBHS MEDICAL ACADEMY

My favorite Medical Academy memories are visits from 
guest speakers! After hearing healthcare workers’ stories 
about all the interesting things they’ve encountered on 
the job and how rewarding it is to make a difference in 
the lives of others, I’m more excited than ever for the 
journey ahead of me.

I’m immensely grateful for the wonderful opportunities 
the academy has opened up for me, all the support from 
teachers and faculty, and of course, the friendships I’ve 
made with my fellow academy students along the way 
— I can’t imagine what my time in high school would’ve 
been like without any of these things. 



Kayla Dawis



JBHS Medical Academy

Irish Demesa -Nursing  

“Dream big, stay positive, work hard, and enjoy the journey.”-Urijah Faber

My favorite part of medical 
academy was going on field 
trips!



Andre A. Fabian
University of California, Los Angeles

JBHS - Medical Academy

I really didn’t know what to expect when I first started, but as 
I went further into the program I picked up on many valuable 
skills I’ll need later in life. I met amazing people, gained 
opportunities to work alongside professionals and learned 
so much about medicine.

My favorite time here was when we went to the Body Worlds 
Exhibit. Some of it was gross, but in all honesty I was 
completely fascinated by the displays.

“We didn't realise we were making 
memories, we just knew we were having 
fun.”  

-Winnie the Pooh



Giselle Fox: University of California - Riverside  
JBHS Medical Academy

One of my favorite memories as a senior in the 
NAF Medical Academy was touring the CSUN 
athletic training facility with my friends, and 
teachers: Mrs. Gillett, Mrs. Edge, and Miss 
Gallo.  Another favorite memory was my time 
interning as an Athletic Training Student Aide 
(ATSA) in the JBHS Athletic Training Facility 
where I received hands-on experience I’ll never 
forget.

This year has really taught me to not take things 
for granted and to find happiness in the little 
things.  



Diana Gonzalez Once I say my last 
goodbye to JBHS, I will begin my 
journey at West Coast University school 
of Nursing. I will be getting my Bachelors 
in Science Nursing and then transfer to 
medical school to receive a Doctorate 
Degree in Medicine to become a family 
Doctor.  

The best memory I have from my time in the 
academy was being given the opportunity to 
work in the Athletic Training room. I loved that I 
was exposed to a professional & medical 
environment and shared a bond with the 
Athletic Trainers and the athletes. This is an 
amazing experience I hope future members 
get to enjoy and take advantage of. Thank you, 
I will never forget this. 

NAF Medical Academy 
John Burroughs High 

School 
Class of 2020 

“Failure = Success“



Ashley Guardia- Pasadena City College 

John Burroughs High School
Medical Academy 

My favorite memory of the academy was 
dissecting  the cow’s eye in Anatomy, it was fun to 
dissect with my lab group and see  the anatomy of 

a cow’s eye.

“Just don't give up trying to do 
what you really want to do. Where 

there is love and inspiration, I 
don't think you can go wrong.”- 

Ella Fitzgerald 



Sarra Lerner- University of Oregon
 

“I may not know it, but 

these are the moments 

that I'm gonna remember 

most”-Miley Cyrus

❖ My favorite 

memory was 

dissecting in 

anatomy

❖ Major in Biology

❖ Go into research

❖ JBHS Medical 

Academy



Megan Knutson - LA Valley College
My favorite memory from 
being a part of the Medical 
Academy has to be all the 

field trips we went on!! From 
The California Science 

Center, to UCLA, to CSUN, I 
feel like I made only good 

memories and got to know 
some really amazing people 
that I am close with today! :))



Jesria Licard0- 
JBHS Medical 
Academy

My favorite memory 
from each year in the 
academy is being able 
to have a class where I 
will always see a 
familiar face. Everyone 
in the academy has 
been with each other 
from the beginning. 

Filipino Cultural Club   
Cabinet Members



Pasadena City College
John Burroughs High School 

Medical Academy
My favorite memory of the 

academy was seeing the weekly 
development of a baby at the Body 
Worlds Exhibit field trip because it 

gave me interest to become a 
neonatal nurse practitioner.

Pasadena City College

“Don’t be afraid.

Be focused.

Be determined.

Be hopeful. 

Be empowered.”

Michelle Obama



JBHS Medical Academy
CSUN 

  Alyssa Paniagua 

My Favorite memory of NAF was when 
I was given the opportunity to work 

with the Athletic Trainers, gain hands 
on experience, and also being able to 

work at the game.  

I want people to be afraid of 
how much they love me 

-MIchael scott 



Kalie Quon-Adams
JBHS Medical Academy 

 want to ma or in i ter ational re ations a d t en ecome 
an emergency room doctor. 

My favorite memory was going to Mend Urgent Care and 
seeing how a lot of different medical equipment worked.

“The more you do stuff, the better you get at dealing with 
how you still fail at it a lot of the time” ~John Mulaney

Rawan Makarem*+





Riya Shah- University of Southern California

❏ JBHS Medical Academy
❏ Major in Global Health on 

the pre-med track at USC
❏ Become a pediatrician!

Favorite memory: Visiting the 
Mend Urgent Care and going to 
Starbucks after with my 
Medical Academy friends!

“It's not what you are that holds 
you back, it's what you think you 
are not.” ― Denis Waitley





Linda Vu - University of California Santa Barbara

JBHS Medical Academy

I will be attending UC Santa Barbara for my bachelors degree 
in Cellular Developmental Biology and then later enrolling in a 
PA program to become a Physician’s Assistant specializing in 

obstetrics and gynecology. My favorite memory in the academy 
would definitely have to be the summer college tour program 

where we visited campuses all over the state. If I were to give a 
piece of advice to the underclassman, it would definitely be to 

enjoy every single moment in high school because our time 
here is so fleeting.

“I have learned that success is to be measured not so much by the position 
that one has reached in life as by the obstacles which he has had to       

overcome while trying to succeed.”                                                       
-Booker T. Washington



Alexandria Lou 

Watson
John Burroughs H.S Medical Academy

My Favorite memory from the medical 

academy was during one of my interview 

mock trials. I was doing really well that 

the person interviewing me wanted to go 

off script and ask me his own questions. 

There were freshman in the academy 

watching my interview and they really 

enjoyed listening to my interview and it 

made me really happy!

“Confidence is key,

Fake it until you 

make it,

Smile through 

Everything”





Counselor’s Award - Mrs. Chung

All of the students in the medical academy this year have been a                   

joy to work with.  I am truly honored.  Thank you for sharing your         

journey with me.

It was very difficult to choose one student for the Medical Academy 

Counselor’s Award.  This student has shown exceptional dedication and a 

fearlessness that is inspirational.  The 2020 Medical Academy Counselor’s 

Award goes to Adriana Villavicencio.  Even though Adriana enjoyed medical 

academy, she found her passion in applied mathematics and will be 

attending UC Berkeley!!  Congrats!



Excellence in Global Health
Global Health introduces students to public health on a global scale.  We learn about 
disease and its impact on world populations, the relationship between health and 
socioeconomic development, and how environmental, nutritional, and behavioral risk 
factors jeopardize health.  Reflecting back to my first ever Global Health class and 
choosing 1 or 2 students to nominate for an excellence award was challenging. 

For putting his heart and soul into making the 
JBHS Medical Academy what it is today, I 
nominate Chris Rodriguez.  Congratulations.  
We know you will thrive anywhere and 
everywhere you go.  

For her love of Global Health, beautiful smile 
and dedication to producing top notch work, I 
nominate Riya Shah.  Please come back and 
be a guest speaker.  Go Trojans.



Excellence in Medical Careers
Careers in the Medical Field introduces students to a broad spectrum of 
careers from the five pathways, diagnostic services, therapeutic services, 
health informatics, support services, and biotechnology research and 
development. For each career the students learn about they also learn the 
educational requirements, examine the main tasks and challenges of 
professionals per medical career. Selecting two top Class of 2020 
students to nominate for overall excellence was extremely challenging. 
Both of my top Excellence in Medical Careers were also students in my 
Health Class as freshmen.  I was “over the moon” thrilled to have these 
two students again as sophomores. These two students also earned both 
a NAF stole and cord, recognizing them as having earned an A in every 
NAF course.

For their overall academic achievement in the Medical Academy I am 
proud to present Irish Demesa and Andre Fabian with this award.



Excellence in Anatomy & Physiology
Anatomy and Physiology is a year long course that looks at the structures of                
the human body and how they perform particular functions. We look at how                  
we maintain homeostasis and how our bodies respond to disease. We                  
prepare presentations, research projects, and practice laboratory skills that                  
will take our students to the next level of their education. We have so many     
outstanding seniors in the class of 2020. When looking at our outstanding           
students in Anatomy and Physiology I looked at more than just academic         
excellence. I looked at those students who were always curious and worked                  
to increase their depth of understanding. These top students were also                  
always willing to support their peers. I would like to congratulate                              
Berlin Aguayo and Caitlin Daroya for Excellence in Anatomy and                  
Physiology. For outstanding Leadership and Participation I congratulate                      
one of my outstanding student tutors: Giselle Fox. I hope all of the graduates will return 
to JBHS to see the Medical Academy that you helped create.                         



Excellence in Sports Medicine
Sports Medicine is the Senior-level class for our graduates 
to gain knowledge in areas such as Kinesiology, Prehab 
and Rehabilitation, concussions, blood pressure and bleeding, taping 
and wrapping, nutrition, along with communication skills to instruct and 
demonstrate movement with proper form.  They also participated in 
many labs including leading workouts, taping ankles, taking pulse 
points, and blood pressure.  After three years of collecting the endless 
requirements, they submitted their Final Portfolios demonstrating 
their momentous achievements.  
Three students stood out as they demonstrated consistent participation 
and enthusiasm throughout the various class activities.

For their Academic achievements, Positivity and Passion for 
Learning, I congratulate Michael Fagnani, Ayana Coha, and Sarra 
Lerner for their Excellence in Sports Medicine.  Thank you all for 
making my job so easy!  



ATSAs and Lead Athletic Training Student Aides (Lead ATSA)
As a part of the Sports Medicine class, students are offered a chance to intern with 
our Certified Athletic Trainers, Christina Gallo and Alyssa Salazar.
These Athletic Training Student Aides (ATSA) shadowed the professionals to 
experience real world scenarios while working with JBHS athletics.  As a LEAD 
ATSA, you were selected to train the other members of the class of their roles.  
LEADs worked tirelessly through practices and games starting in the summer of 
2019.  They assisted the Medical Professionals with keeping records and 
preparing for games while developing leadership, appropriate bedside manner, 
organization and decision-making skills.  While many students did an outstanding 
job at this role, three students stood out for their interest, enthusiasm and 
dedication.  

I congratulate Gabbie Barnett, Diana Gonzalez and Megan Knutson for their 
Excellence as Athletic Training Student Aides.  Thank you all for keeping our 
athletes healthy!





                        NHSSM & NHSSMA
 The purpose of this organization shall be to create 

enthusiasm for scholarship in the area of sports medicine 
and other fields directly related to sports medicine, to 

stimulate a desire to render service in the community, to 
promote leadership, and to assist in the development of 

character in the students of secondary schools.

National 
Honors Society 

of Sports 
Medicine: 

students earned an 
A in Sports 

Medicine and 
worked over 30 

hours as an ATSA 
or Lead ATSA.

(earning a cord and 
Medal):

Gabriella Barnett: 165.5 hours          
Chris Rodriguez: 80 hours         
Caitlin Daroya: 120 hours
Berlin Aguayo: 90 hours
Chloe Chua: 30 hours
Diana Gonzalez: 40 hours
Giselle Fox: 64 hours
Megan Knutson: 140 hours
Irish Demesa: 33 hours

National High School 
Sports Medicine 

Association:
Worked over 30 hours as a 

Lead ATSA:
 Alyssa Panguano:  80 hours
         



John Burroughs High School


